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Combining multiple ultrafast spin torque impulses with a 5 nanoseond duration pulse for damping
redution, we observe time-domain preession whih evolves from an initial 1 ns duration transient
with hanging preessional amplitude to onstant amplitude osillations persisting for over 2 ns.
These results are onsistent with relaxation of the transient trajetories to a stable orbit with nearly
zero damping. We nd that in order to observe omplete damping anellation and the transient
behavior in a time domain sampling measurement, a short duration, fast rise-time pulse is required
to anel damping without signiant trajetory dephasing.
Spin-polarized eletrons passing through a nanosale
ferromagnet (nanomagnet) exert a spin-transfer
torque (STT) [1, 2℄ on the loal magnetization. In
ontrast to external eld torques, STT an be largely
ollinear with the Landau Lifshiftz Gilbert damping
torque [3℄, allowing ontrol over damping [4, 5℄, in
addition to driving preession and swithing [6, 7℄. Spin
torque's ability to oherently anel the damping torque
holds great potential for appliations of nanopillars in
high stability, low-linewidth mirowave osillators [10℄.
Whereas for a driven osillators the linewidth depends
diretly on damping, linewidths of d driven osillators
are dominated by trajetory dephasing [5, 8℄. Measuring
and understanding the eets of damping and dephasing
is ritial for minimizing osillator linewidths and
maximizing their power output [9℄. At low temper-
atures, time-domain [4℄ and ferromagneti resonane
(FMR) measurements [5℄ of spin-valve nanopillars have
demonstrated spin torque indued damping redution.
Here, we demonstrate damping anellation at room
temperature by using a pulsed time domain tehnique:
two ultrafast (30 ps) spin torque impulses exite nano-
magnet dynamis and the swithing probability PS is
measured as a funtion of relative pulse-pulse delay [11℄.
Our measurement maps a preessional trajetory to
a digital response, either swithing or nonswithing.
We ompare damping anellation using a 5 ns urrent
pulse and a d urrent, and show that the d urrent
leads to swithing and dephasing, preventing omplete
anellation of damping. However, the 5 ns pulse, at am-
plitudes well above the d ritial urrent, an anel
the eetive damping and yield oherent dynamis over
our maximum time window of 2.2 ns. Our tehnique
allows us to observe the transient dynamis that preede
orbit stabilization in the presene of a onstant urrent,
and the trajetory dephasing that ours over a longer
timesale.
Spin-valve nanopillar devies with elliptial ross se-
tion were fabriated using e-beam lithography and ion
milling. The devies are omposed of an extended
Ni80Fe20(20 nm)/Co90Fe10(2 nm) polarizer whih pro-
vides a large magneti moment to improve its stability,
a 10 nm Cu spaer, and a 3 nm Co90Fe10 free layer or
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Figure 1: Devie haraterization and experimental
setup. (a) Resistane vs easy-axis magneti eld, H‖, for a
typial devie at room temperature. (b) Shemati desribing
the orientation of the polarizer mp and P, AP stable points.
mp traks the applied eld, H . () Resistane vs. d urrent
for devie shown in (a) with H=46 kA/m and Ψ ∼12 degrees.
Inset: devie shemati. (d) Experimental setup for time-
resolved measurements of spin torque swithing with damp-
ing anellation. Inset: voltage waveform (ultrafast pulse pair
plus 5 ns pulse) measured at a pik-o tee before the devie.
nanomagnet [Inset to Fig. 1()℄. A typial plot of resis-
tane vs. eld is shown in Fig. 1(a), where the large verti-
al arrows indiate free layer swithing between P and AP
states (largely parallel or anti-parallel to the polarizer).
The small dashed and solid arrows represent the orien-
tation of the free layer, m, and polarizer, mp, respe-
tively. The measured Stoner-Wohlfarth astroid for our
devies indiates that the polarizer follows the applied
2eld, reversing orientation around zero eld [small dips
in resistane in Fig. 1(a)℄. Polarizer reversal near zero
eld, along with onsiderable interlayer dipole oupling,
are responsible for the two symmetri loops at positive
and negative elds. For all STT measurements we ap-
ply an in-plane magneti eld H at a small angle Ψ ∼10
degrees with respet to the easy axis e‖ [Fig. 1(b)℄ to
anel the polarizer's dipolar eld, failitate AP-P ur-
rent indued swithing, and set the orientation of the
polarizer to obtain a non-ollinear geometry, inreasing
swithing reproduibility [11℄. For the values of H used
throughout our experiments the orientations of points P
and AP are displaed less than 3 degrees from e‖ due to
the easy axis anisotropy of the free layer. Current, de-
ned as positive when owing aross the multilayer from
top to bottom [inset to Fig. 1()℄ an be used to swith
the nanomagnet via STT [3℄. A typial resistane vs d
urrent loop [Fig. 1()℄ shows sharp transitions between
the P and AP states and a ∼8 mA wide region of bista-
bility. Four terminal measurements of the P state resis-
tane and magnetoresistane give typial values ∼1.6Ω
and ∼7% respetively. The large two terminal resistane
values in Figs. 1(a), () are due to lead resistane and
indutive impedane of the bias tees shown in 1(d).
To generate ultrafast spin torque urrent pulses we
use an amplied Ti:Sapphire mode-loked laser (120fs
FWHM, ∼1.6mJ per pulse) in single-shot mode [Fig.
1(d)℄. An optial pulse is split into two separate pulses
at the rst beamsplitter (BS1), with eah pulse having
independently ontrolled amplitudes via tunable optial
lters (F1, F2). A sub ps resolution variable optial de-
lay tD between the pulses is produed with a translation
stage, after whih the beams are reombined at BS2 and
foused onto a Au photoondutive swith (PCS) [12℄.
The two PCS generated eletrial pulses (14.9 mA, ∼
30 ps FWHM) are sent through a 40 GHz oplanar-to-
oaxial probe (P1) to the PCS bias tee (BT1) with 12 ps
risetime and 40V d swith bias. A power ombiner (PC)
an add a 25ps risetime, 5 ns duration pulse to the pulse
pair, and the resulting signal is then transmitted to the
nanomagnet through a 40GHz network whih inludes
a pik-o tee (PT) for pulse monitoring [Fig. 1(d), in-
set℄ and a seond 40 GHz bias tee (BT2) for injeting d
and low frequeny a urrents for devie swithing and
lok-in amplier measurement of nanopillar resistane.
Devie onnetion is made with a seond 40GHz oaxial-
to-oplanar probe (P2). For eah measurement we reset
the devie to the AP state by using a low frequeny ur-
rent ramp, verify the state of the devie by measuring its
resistane, send a pair of ultrafast pulses together with
either a 5ns duration pulse or a d urrent, and measure
the nal state of the devie: P or AP.
The rst ultrafast pulse displaes m away from AP, as
indiated by the dark trajetory simulated in Fig. 2(a),
and in the absene of spin torque m relaxes towards AP
due to Gilbert damping. As explained in Ref. [11℄ the
white and gray regions are the free preession basins of
attration for P and AP respetively. After some time de-
Figure 2: d urrent eetive damping redution (a)-()
Setions of the free layer moment phase portrait for the dotted
region of Fig. 1(b), without (a, b) and with () d urrent.
Yellow and blue dots represent marospin simulations of a m
ensemble before and after the (a) rst and (b) seond ultrafast
pulses. The dark line represents a single trajetory (a) before
and (b) after the seond ultrafast pulse. () m ensemble long
after applying a d urrent (yellow dots), and same ensemble
just after applying the rst ultrafast pulse (blue dots). (d)-
(f) PS vs delay between two ∼30ps duration pulses for d
urrents of (d) 0 mA, (e) 0.6 mA, and (f) 1.6 mA at room
temperature. The d swithing urrent, measured using a
sweep rate of 0.05 mA/s is ∼1.8mA.
lay the seond ultrafast pulse displaes m one again. In
the partiular ase shown in Fig. 2(b) m ends up inside a
white band and thus free evolution of m leads to swith-
ing to the P state. For ertain delays, m an remain
within the rst gray band or might even be exited into
large angle preession gray regions, eventually relaxing
towards AP. For every repetition of our experiment the
initial orientation of m will be dierent due to thermal
utuations, as indiated by the distribution of yellow
dots around the AP state (red) in Fig. 2(a), where every
point represents a repetition of the experiment. After
the rst pulse, the initial m ensemble shifts to the new
one represented by the blue dots in Fig. 2(a). Free evo-
lution transforms it [yellow dots in Fig. 2(b)℄, and the
seond pulse pushes the ensemble partially into the rst
white band [blue dots in Fig. 2(b)℄, generating a nonzero
swithing probability for this partiular value of delay.
By varying the delay we measure the swithing eieny
of spin torque at dierent average orientations of m. In
our experiments we measure hundreds of swithing events
for eah delay to keep the statistial error below 2%. The
bandwidth of our tehnique, urrently 40 GHz, depends
on the pulse duration and an be extended to over 0.8
THz [13, 14℄. Coherent osillations of PS with delay are
shown in Fig. 2(d). Here the swithing probability peaks,
always below PS=40%, derease dramatially after 600
ps and dissappear before 1000 ps.
3Figure 3: 5 ns pulse eetive damping redution (a)-()
PS vs delay for 5ns duration pulse amplitudes of (a) 2.16 mA,
(b) 3.04 mA, and () 4.30 mA. (d), (e) Setions of the free
layer moment phase portrait for the dotted region of Fig. 1(b),
in the presene of a 1.2 mA 5ns duration pulsed urrent. Yel-
low dots represent the m ensemble just before the seond ul-
trafast pulse for (d) tD=140ps and (e) tD=580 ps. The solid
dark line represents a stable orbit at 1.2mA while the blue
(dashed) regions shematially represent regimes (i) and (ii)
desribed in the text.
Sine the nanomagnet eetive damping an be mod-
ied via STT [4, 5℄, we apply d urrents to derease
the eetive damping. For 0.6 mA d urrent [Fig. 2(e)℄,
we observe an additional peak at tD=1100ps, while the
existing peak amplitudes (at 600, 780, and 940 ps) in-
rease, indiating that the d STT indeed redues the
damping. As for the zero d urrent ase, P
S
dereases
to 0% between suesive peaks, demonstrating that a d
urrent alone does not ontribute to swithing. As the
d urrent inreases to 1.6 mA [Fig. 2(f)℄ the peak am-
plitudes slightly inrease but the peaks broaden substan-
tially. This behavior an be explained with Fig. 2(). At
long times after applying a d urrent suient to indue
ontinuous preession (i.e. when the eetive damping
per yle vanishes), the m ensemble is distributed along
a stable orbit (yellow), and thus the resulting m ensem-
ble after the rst pulse (blue) is largely sattered in om-
parison to that obtained in the absene of d urrents.
This sattering not only broadens the PS osillations but
also explains why PS no longer dereases to 0% between
peaks for 1.6 mA urrents. The d urrent together with
the rst pulse displae some of the points into the white
bands, induing swithing independently of the seond
pulse, yielding a nonzero PS baseline.
To overome the broadening and dephasing of traje-
tories in the m ensemble that our with d urrents, we
employ instead a 25 ps risetime, 5 ns duration urrent
pulse to redue the eetive damping. The rst ultra-
fast pulse is preisely timed with the beginning of the
5ns duration pulse throughout our measurements [see in-
set above Fig. 1(d)℄ and PS is now measured vs. de-
lay for dierent 5 ns pulse amplitudes, I5ns, as shown
in Figs. 3(a)-(). In every ase I5ns is greater than the
d swithing urrent (measured using a sweep rate of
0.05 mA/s), and in sharp ontrast with Figs. 2(e)-(f),
Figs. 3(a)-(b) show PS osillations persisting out to our
maximum delay, tD=2.2 ns. For these 5 ns pulse data
we observe three distint PS regimes: (i) below 0.6 ns,
the PS maxima are irregular and inrease with inreasing
delay, (ii) between 0.6-1 ns the PS osillations monoton-
ially derease with inreasing delay, and (iii) above 1 ns
the osillation amplitude is almost onstant and shows a
minimal derease at longer tD.
These three dierent regimes an be explained with the
phase portrait setions in Figs. 3(d) and (e). An initial
room temperature m distribution equivalent to that in
Fig. 2(a) evolves to the yellow dots shown in Figs. 3(d)
and (e) for preession times of 0.14 ns and 0.58 ps re-
spetively in the presene of a 1.2 mA, 5 ns pulse. At
short times [Fig. 2(d)℄, the resulting m distribution is
lose to the rst gray-white swithing boundary, whereas
for longer preession times [Fig. 2(e)℄ the distribution has
partially relaxed to the 1.2 mA stable orbit (dark line).
The blue (dashed) ellipses and arrow shematially rep-
resent the evolution of a low temperature m ensemble in
response to the seond ultrafast pulse. For short tD the
m ensemble is displaed aross various boundary ross-
ings and the value of PS depends on the partiular phase
portrait struture together with the shape of the ther-
mal distribution, explaining the irregular behavior of PS
at short delays. As tD inreases them distribution before
the seond pulse moves towards the 1.2 mA stable orbit
and them ensemble resulting from the seond pulse is not
pushed as far away from AP. For a partiular value of tD,
here ∼580ps, the m ensemble is mostly within the rst
white band, explaining the inrease in PS observed as tD
approahes 600 ps (regime i). As the delay ontinues to
inrease (regime ii), the m distribution ontinues to relax
towards the 1.2 mA stable orbit and thus PS dereases
monotonially. This relaxation ours within 400 ps, a
timesale set by the damping. When the m distribution
has almost reahed the stable orbit, the amplitude of the
PS osillations dereases at a muh slower rate sine the
deay is now aused by dephasing and not by energy
loss (regime iii). Therefore our data are onsistent with
omplete damping anellation over a range of urrents.
The dephasing of the trajetories orresponding to mul-
tiple repetitions of the experiment and resulting from the
thermal distribution of initial orientations of m an be
observed in Fig. 3(e) (yellow dots). This dephasing will
inrease with tD eventually leading to the omplete de-
phasing shown by the yellow orbit in Fig. 2(). As the
amplitude of the 5 ns pulse inreases, the stable orbit
moves away from the AP stable point and the m ensem-
ble that results after the rst ultrafast pulse is displaed
aross the rst swithing boundary, produing the bak-
ground PS observed in our measurements.
In our simulations and disussion we have ignored ther-
mal eets on the magneti moment motion. Thermal
4utuations will introdue a stohasti omponent into
the magnetization trajetories, broadening the m distri-
bution further [15℄. This broadening an also ontribute
to the existene of a nonzero PS bakground, and for
long delays it will produe additional dephasing of the
trajetories and eventually a dissappearane of the PS
osillations. By extending our tehnique to muh longer
times it should be possible to observe the dephasing of
the ensemble of trajetories even though eah trajetory
on average does not lose any energy per preession yle.
In onlusion, we demonstrate time domain detetion
of damping modiation in a nanomagnet at room tem-
perature, and in ontrast to d urrents, suessfully
ahieve damping anellation with a preisely-timed 5 ns
pulse over a range of urrents. In addition, our ultrafast
time-domain measurement allows us to monitor the tran-
sient approah to an equilibrium preessional trajetory,
where the damping anellation and linewidth redution
seen in spin torque osillators are established after a tran-
sient delay while the magnetization deays to the equilib-
rium orbit. These measurements suggest the possibility
to further study thermal dephasing eets in osillators,
both while relaxing towards stable preession, and for
times muh longer than the preession period.
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